ICPU - Food and health in a circular and sustainable economy

This project is designed to promote and support the ICPU 2022 Summer School, organised and delivered by the University of Padua, jointly with the University of Sydney. With the help of a dedicated Tutor, the project aims at optimising the organisational aspects (including the preparation of the lessons and the communication between students and teachers), enhancing the training and didactic aspects (delivered to students in virtual mode, through the use of innovative methodologies and approaches), as well as implementing, updating and developing a Repository containing all the educational material related to ICPU 2022. The activities will take place in a context that will involve participants of different nationalities, addressing students from the University of Padua and the University of Sydney, according to a Challenge Based Learning approach. This project will also support the intervention of a company/enterprise specialised in training services, which will intervene through a seminar activity focusing on the development of soft-skills.

The Tutor will be a point of reference, ensuring continuity and constant presence. The specific tasks of the Tutor will include i) interface between students and teachers, taking charge of mutual needs and requests, encouraging the mutual exchange of ideas, opinions and information, in the perspective of problem-solving; ii) technical support to students; iii) support and guidance for students in the organisation of working groups, stimulating them to confrontation and mutual exchange, in the perspective of creative thinking; iv) creation, updating and implementation of a repository containing the educational material provided during the Summer School (programme, presentations, speeches, video supports, documents, registers). The company involved will provide a seminar that will cover the following topics: i) introduction to soft-skills in the age of digital work; ii) principles for a correct and effective communication strategy in the world of work; iii) basic elements of group-working, team-constellation and multidisciplinary approach; iv) principles for the management and control of stress and work pressure; v) innovative and interactive presentation methods.

Period
23/06/2022 – 22/07/2022

ETCS credits
6

Course fee
N/A

Course Level
All students from Padova and Australia